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Preface
Most of the properties of a metal-electrolyte interface, even the specific nature of an electrode reaction, proneness of a metal to corrosion, etc., are primarily determined by the electrical double layer
(EDL) at this boundary. It is therefore no surprise that for the last,
at least, one hundred years intent attention should have been centered
on EDL. So much of material has been gathered to date that we are easily lost in this maze of information. A substantial part of the attempts
to systematize these facts is made at present within the framework of
thermodynamics. Such a confined approach is undoubtedly inadequate.
The Gouy-Chapman theory and the Stern-Grahame model of the dense part
of EDL developed 40-70 years ago, tailored appropriately to suit the
occasion, inevitably underlie any description of EDL. This route is
rather too narrow to explain all the facts at our disposal. A dire
necessity has thus arisen for widening the principles of the microscopic theory. This is precisely the objective of our monograph. Furthermore, we shall dwell at length on the comparison of the theory
with experiment: without such a comparative analysis, any theory,
however elegant it may be, is just an empty drum.
The monograph is divided into two large sections. Section I is devoted
to the ionic part of EDL whose charge is formed by the ions in the solution and Section II, to the electronic part whose charge is produced
by the electrons in the metal (see Fig. 1). Such a bifurcation is motivated by two factors. First, the behaviour of ions in a solution
obeys the laws of the statistical mechanics of classical systems (indeed, massive ions are typically classical objects), whereas the behaviour of electrons in a metal is governed by the laws of quantum
mechanics. The theory of the ionic part does not, as a consequence,
run parallel to the theory of the electronic part. Second, while writing these sections we set diverse tasks before ourselves. Surely,
there is no uncertainty whatever about the validity of the Gouy-Chapman
concepts on the structure of the ionic part. How then to embed these
ideas into a more sophisticated general statistical theory - an indispensable tool for describing the more subtle effects left out in
the Gouy-Chapman theory? That is the crux of the problem here. As for
the electronic part, the situation is otherwise. The presently prevailing Stern-Grahame theory of the molecular capacitor, in which no
heed is paid to the individual properties of a metal, as will be shown
below, needs to be supplanted by the theory of the electronic capacitor, whose parameters depend largely on the properties of the metal.

IV

Thus, the determinative point at issue here is to justify on sound argumentation the choice of one model in preference to the other. This
guideline has naturally moulded in its own way the presentation in
Section II.
Prior to taking up the subject proper, let us put forward a plea in
defence of our outlook.
Unfortunately, we cannot claim to have been impassive to all the view~
points known in the literature. We do not hide our bias toward a general physical theory that could interpret as many more experimental
data on EDL as possible with as many lesser assumptions as permissible.
Therefore, the speculations and hypotheses (though, sometimes, quite
novel and fruitful) concerning special problems (for instance, the
structure of EDL in a particular metal) have been left untouched.
Possibly, this is a minus of the monograph. We are nevertheless of the
opinion that a survey of special theories would have diverted the reader from the goal set forth without throwing any new light on the area.
Finally, a word about the structure of the monograph. Each chapter is
prefaced with a protracted introduction purposefully, so that a reader wishing to gain a bird's eyeview of the topic may restrict himself only to these introductions.
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